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Artistic rendering of Cathedral after renovations

Phase 2 – Sanctuary Renovations
and Utilities
Projected Cost: $2,400,000
Timeline: January – July 2018
Project Team:
-

Trinity Project Management
Mason Architects
Constructors Hawaii

Campaign Office:
(808) 585-3329  (808) 585-3357
CRC@rcchawaii.org
HonoluluCathedralRenewal.org
Cathedral Renewal Campaign
1184 Bishop Street
Honolulu, HI 96813

Renovations taking place January – July 2018:
• New extended sanctuary platform, pictured right
in early stages of construction
• New Bishops’ Crypts and Burial Chapels on either
side of the Sanctuary
• New stairs and ADA ramp to access Sanctuary
• Remove scrim (screen), move Bishop’s Chair to
mauka side and install new wood-carved Cathedra
and Altar Servers’ screens on either side of
Sanctuary platform
• Remove and restore four pictorial stained glass
windows, originally installed in the 1920’s
• New electrical lines
• Install pipes and infrastructure for new climate
control system
• Hazardous material abatement (safe removal of
asbestos and lead materials)

Left, sanctuary wall
and column with
plaster removed to
expose coral
construction. High
Altar is covered
in protective plastic.
Right, base of coral
column.
New plaster will be
applied to restore the
walls and columns.

R E N O V A T E

Deteriorated frame from one of the four stained glass
windows being restored as part of this phase.
By the project’s end, all fourteen pictorial windows (circa
1920) and twenty-three geometric windows (circa 1870)
will be restored.
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P R E S E R V E
Coral blocks excavated
from the sanctuary,
near the base of the
high altar and the
Bishops’ crypts.
Most of the coral was
put back in place after
the crypts were
reinforced.

Above, workers use rebar to
structurally reinforce the crypts of
Bishops Maigret and Scanlan.
Below, Maigret’s crypt is on the left
and Scanlan’s is on the right.

